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1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, Cm×n and CmH denote the collections of all m × n complex matrices and all m × m complex
Hermitian matrices, respectively. The symbols A∗ , r(A) and R(A) stand for the conjugate transpose, rank, range (column
space) of a matrix A ∈ Cm×n , respectively; Im denotes the identity matrix of order m; [A, B] denotes a row block matrix
consisting of A and B . Two Hermitian matrices A and B of the same size are said to be congruent if there is an invertible
matrix S such that S AS∗ = B . We write A > 0 (A  0) if A is Hermitian positive (nonnegative) deﬁnite. Two Hermitian
matrices A and B of the same size are said to satisfy the inequality A > B (A  B) in the Löwner partial ordering if A − B
is positive (nonnegative) deﬁnite; cf. Löwner [35, p. 177], and also Marshall and Olkin [37, p. 462]. The Moore–Penrose
inverse of A ∈ Cm×n , denoted by A†, is deﬁned to be the unique matrix X ∈ Cn×m satisfying the four matrix equations
AX A = A, X AX = X , (AX)∗ = AX and (X A)∗ = X A. In particular, a† = a−1 if a = 0 and a† = 0 if a = 0 for a scalar a ∈ C.
Some well-known equalities for the Moore–Penrose inverse are given by
A† = A∗(AA∗)† = (A∗A)†A∗ = A∗(A∗AA∗)†A∗, A∗ = A†AA∗ = A∗AA†; (1.1)
see [62]. Results on the Moore–Penrose inverse can be found, e.g., in [12,13,29].
A matrix A ∈ Cm×m is called an orthogonal projector if it is both idempotent and Hermitian, i.e., A2 = A = A∗; the col-
lection of all orthogonal projectors of order m is denoted by CmOP. A matrix A ∈ Cm×m is said to be Hermitian unitary if
A = A∗ = A−1, and the collection of all Hermitian unitary matrices of order m is denoted by CmHU. A matrix X ∈ Cm×m
is called the orthogonal projector onto the range R(A) of A ∈ Cm×n , denoted by X = P A , if it satisﬁes R(X) =R(A)
and X2 = X = X∗ . It can be seen from the deﬁnition of the Moore–Penrose inverse that the orthogonal projector onto
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Y. Tian / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 376 (2011) 162–186 163R(A) can uniquely be represented as P A = AA†. Further, denote E A = Im − AA† and F A = In − A†A, both of which are
orthogonal projectors onto the null spaces of A∗ and A, respectively, and their ranks are given by r(E A) = m − r(A) and
r(F A) = n − r(A).
When considering a Hermitian matrix, we are usually concerned with distributions of the eigenvalues of the matrix, as
well as its deﬁniteness. Recall that the eigenvalues of a Hermitian matrix A ∈ CmH are all real numbers, and the inertia of A
is deﬁned to be the triplet
In(A) = {i+(A), i−(A), i0(A)},
where i+(A), i−(A) and i0(A) are the numbers of the positive, negative and zero eigenvalues of A counted with multiplici-
ties, respectively. The two numbers i+(A) and i−(A) are usually called the partial inertia of A; see, e.g., [9]. The difference
i+(A) − i−(A), denoted by s(A), is usually called the signature of A. For a matrix A ∈ CmH , we have r(A) = i+(A) + i−(A)
and i0(A) =m − r(A). Hence, once the partial inertia i±(A) is determined, r(A), i0(A) and s(A) are obtained as well.
This paper aims at establishing some basic formulas for inertias of certain simple polynomials consisting of a Hermitian
matrix, and then using the formulas to derive a variety of equalities for ranks/inertias of various matrix expressions con-
sisting of orthogonal projectors. As applications, the author gives necessary and suﬃcient conditions for a wealth of matrix
equalities and inequalities consisting of orthogonal projectors to hold.
Note that the inertia of a Hermitian matrix describes the sign distribution of the real eigenvalues of the matrix. Hence,
it can be used to characterize deﬁniteness of the matrix. The following results are obvious from the deﬁnitions of the
rank/inertia of a matrix.
Lemma 1.1. Let A ∈ Cm×m, B ∈ Cm×n, and C ∈ CmH . Then,
(a) A is nonsingular if and only if r(A) =m.
(b) B = 0 if and only if r(B) = 0.
(c) C > 0 (C < 0) if and only if i+(C) =m (i−(C) =m).
(d) C  0 (C  0) if and only if i−(C) = 0 (i+(C) = 0).
This lemma shows that once certain formulas for ranks/inertias of Hermitian matrices and their operations are derived,
we can use them to characterize equalities and inequalities for matrices. This basic algebraic method, which we refer
to as the matrix rank/inertia method, is quite effective to solve various problems on conditional matrix equalities and
inequalities in matrix theory and applications. It is well known in undergraduate linear algebra course that a direct method
for computing the inertia of a Hermitian matrix is to reduce the matrix to a diagonal form by congruence transformations.
This method is unstable for computing the exact inertia of a general matrix from the numerical point of view, so that
computing the inertia of a matrix is regarded as a hard problem in linear algebra and no method is known to get the
inertia of a general matrix exactly; see, e.g., [27,28]. From the symbolical point of view, the congruence transformation is
the only method to study algebraic properties of Hermitian matrices. Without much effort, many closed-form formulas for
ranks/inertias of Hermitian matrices and their operation can be established through congruence transformations; see the
author’s recent papers [50,51,54], and the results in the sections below.
We shall repeatedly use the simple or well-known results on ranks and inertias of (Hermitian) matrices in the following
lemmas.
Lemma 1.2. (See [36, Theorem 19].) Let A ∈ Cm×n, B ∈ Cm×k and C ∈ Cl×n be given. Then,
r[A, B] = r(A) + r(E A B) = r(B) + r(EB A), (1.2)
r
[
A B
C 0
]
= r(B) + r(C) + r(EB AFC ). (1.3)
In particular,
r[A, B] = r(A) + r(B) ⇔ R(A) ∩R(B) = {0}. (1.4)
Lemma 1.3. Let A ∈ CmH , B ∈ CnH , Q ∈ Cm×n, and assume that P ∈ Cm×m is nonsingular. Then,
i±
(
P AP∗
)= i±(A), (1.5)
i±
(
A2k−1
)= i±(A) and i±(A†)= i±(A) for any integer k 1, (1.6)
i±(λA) =
{
i±(A) if λ > 0,
(1.7)
i∓(A) if λ < 0,
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[
A 0
0 B
]
= i±(A) + i±(B), (1.8)
i±
[
0 Q
Q ∗ 0
]
= r(Q ). (1.9)
Eq. (1.5) is the well-known Sylvester’s law of inertia, which was ﬁrst established in 1852 by Sylvester [45] (see also
[30, Theorem 4.5.8] and [38, p. 377]). Eq. (1.6) follows from the fact that the signs of nonzero eigenvalues of A, A2k−1 and
A† are the same. Eqs. (1.7) and (1.8) are obvious from the deﬁnition of inertia, and (1.9) is well known; see, e.g., [25,26].
We also need the following results on ranks/inertias of Hermitian matrices.
Lemma 1.4. Let A, B ∈ CmH , and assume that AB = B A. Then,
(a) Both A2k−1B and AB2k−1 are Hermitian, and
i±
(
A2k−1B
)= i±(AB2k−1)= i±(AB) (1.10)
for any integer k 1.
(b) If B  0, then A2kB  0, and
i+
(
A2kB
)= r(A2kB)= r(AB) (1.11)
for any integer k 1.
Proof. It is well known that under the conditions A = A∗ , B = B∗ and AB = B A, there exists a unitary matrix U such that
A = U diag{λ1, . . . , λm}U∗ and B = U diag{μ1, . . . ,μm}U∗ , where λ1, . . . , λm and μ1, . . . ,μm are the real eigenvalues of A
and B , respectively. In this case,
AB = U diag{λ1μ1, . . . , λmμm}U∗,
A2k−1B = U diag{λ2k−11 μ1, . . . , λ2k−1m μm}U∗, AB2k−1 = U diag{λ1μ2k−11 , . . . , λmμ2k−1m }U∗,
where λiμi , λ
2k−1
i μi and λiμ
2k−1
i have the same sign, i = 1, . . . ,m. Hence, (1.10) follows. Under the condition B  0, we
have A2kB = U diag{λ2k1 μ1, . . . , λ2km μm}U∗  0. Thus (1.11) follows. 
Lemma 1.5. (See [50, Theorem 2.3].) Let A ∈ CmH , B ∈ Cm×n, D ∈ CnH , and denote
M1 =
[
A B
B∗ 0
]
, M2 =
[
A B
B∗ D
]
.
Then,
i±(M1) = r(B) + i±(EB AEB), (1.12)
r(M1) = 2r(B) + r(EB AEB), (1.13)
i±(M2) = i±(A) + i±
[
0 E A B
B∗E A D − B∗A†B
]
, (1.14)
r(M2) = r(A) + r
[
0 E A B
B∗E A D − B∗A†B
]
. (1.15)
In particular,
(a) If A  0, then
i+(M1) = r[A, B], i−(M1) = r(B), r(M1) = r[A, B] + r(B). (1.16)
(b) If A  0, then
i+(M1) = r(B), i−(M1) = r[A, B], r(M1) = r[A, B] + r(B). (1.17)
(c) IfR(B) ⊆R(A), then
i±(M2) = i±(A) + i±
(
D − B∗A†B), r(M2) = r(A) + r(D − B∗A†B). (1.18)
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i±(M2) = i±(A) + i±(D) + r(B), r(M2) = r(A) + 2r(B) + r(D). (1.19)
In order to simplify block matrices, we adopt the following three types of elementary block matrix operations (EBMOs,
for short): (I) interchange two block rows (columns) in a block matrix; (II) multiply a block row (column) by a nonsingular
matrix from the left-hand (right-hand) side in a block matrix; (III) add a block row (column) multiplied by a matrix from
the left-hand (right-hand) side to another block row (column). It is obvious that EBMOs don’t change the rank of a block
matrix.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we ﬁrst construct a group of congruence transformations for
some block matrices consisting of a Hermitian matrix A and its operations. From the congruence transformations and the
Sylvester’s law of inertia, we derive some basic formulas for the partial inertias of the matrix polynomials A − A2, Im − A2
and A − A3 in terms of the partial inertias of A and Im ± A, and present some variations of the expansion formulas. In
Sections 3 and 4, we give a variety of expansion formulas for the partial inertias of matrix pencils generated from two
or more orthogonal projectors and their operations, and present various consequences and applications of these formulas.
Section 5 gives some expansion formulas for the inertias of orthogonal projectors onto the ranges of block matrices and
submatrices. Section 6 gives expansion formulas for partial inertias of some matrix pencils generated from Hermitian unitary
matrices. Section 7 proposes some problems on inertias of Hermitian matrices for further consideration.
2. Expansion formulas for ranks/inertias of some polynomials of a Hermitian matrix
When considering a quantity in mathematics, it is always desirable to establish some informative expansion formulas for
the quantity. Once certain expansion formulas for the quantity are established, we can use them to derive various properties
of the quantity. This is a quite inclusive but challenging topic in mathematics and applications. In matrix theory, many
numerical characteristics of matrices can be deﬁned, and of course, some valuable expansion formulas for such numerical
characteristics are expected to establish. For a given Hermitian matrix, one of the most basic concepts associated with the
matrix is its inertia. In a recent paper [50], the present author collected some well-known formulas for inertias of Hermitian
matrices, and also showed many new expansion formulas for inertias of block Hermitian matrices, products of Hermitian
matrices, and sums of Hermitian matrices. In particular, the present author gave some expansion formulas for the inertias of
A ± B , where A and B are both Hermitian matrices. As a continuation, we derive expansion formulas for the ranks/inertias
of the three matrix polynomials A − A2, Im − A2 and A − A3, where A is a Hermitian matrix of order m.
For any given square matrix A of order m, the following three simple and interesting rank formulas
r
(
A − A2)= r(A) + r(Im − A) −m, (2.1)
r
(
Im − A2
)= r(Im + A) + r(Im − A) −m, (2.2)
r
(
A − A3)= r(A) + r(Im + A) + r(Im − A) − 2m (2.3)
are well known in undergraduate linear algebra. These rank formulas can be proved in about a paragraph by using only
an idea of elementary matrix operations to certain block matrices consisting of Im , A and their operations. For example,
(2.1) can be derived from the following two-sided elementary block matrix operations[
Im 0
−A Im
][
Im Im − A
A 0
][
Im −Im + A
0 Im
]
=
[
Im 0
0 A2 − A
]
, (2.4)[
Im −Im
0 Im
][
Im Im − A
A 0
][
Im 0
−Im Im
]
=
[
0 Im − A
A 0
]
. (2.5)
More elementary block matrix transformations and the corresponding rank equalities for matrix polynomials can be found
in the literature; see, e.g., [1,55,57]. The three elementary formulas in (2.1)–(2.3) show such an interesting fact that the
ranks of the three matrix polynomials A− A2, Im − A2 and A− A3 can be calculated through the algebraic operations of the
ranks of their multiplication factors A and Im ± A. Hence, (2.1)–(2.3) can be called as expansion formulas for the ranks of
the three matrix polynomials. Eqs. (2.1)–(2.3) can be used to characterize some basic algebraic properties of A− A2, Im − A2
and A − A3, such as, the nonsingularity of three matrix polynomials, as well as the idempotency, involution and tripotency
of A.
The rank expansion formulas in (2.1)–(2.3) hold, of course, for any Hermitian matrix A of order m. Also, recall that
the rank of a Hermitian matrix A is the sum of the partial inertia of A. Therefore, the rank and inertia of a Hermitian
matrix should share the same mechanism. In fact, the expansion formulas in (1.12)–(1.15) show such reasonable separations
between the ranks and partial inertias of block Hermitian matrices. This fact prompts us to consider some reasonable
separations of (2.1)–(2.3) into certain expansion formulas for the partial inertias of A− A2, Im− A2 and A− A3. The approach
pursued in this section is in a similar spirit to (2.4) and (2.5), but relies primarily on congruence transformations for some
block Hermitian matrices consisting of Im , A and their operations, as well as the formulas in Lemma 1.3.
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i+
(
A − A2)= i+(A) + i+(Im − A) −m, (2.6)
i−
(
A − A2)= i−(A) + i−(Im − A), (2.7)
s
(
A − A2)= s(A) + s(Im − A) −m, (2.8)
i+
(
Im − A2
)= i+(Im + A) + i+(Im − A) −m, (2.9)
i−
(
Im − A2
)= i−(Im + A) + i−(Im − A), (2.10)
s
(
Im − A2
)= s(Im + A) + s(Im − A) −m, (2.11)
i±
(
A − A3)= i±(A) + i∓(Im + A) + i±(Im − A) −m, (2.12)
s
(
A − A3)= s(A) + s(Im − A) − s(Im + A). (2.13)
Hence,
(a) A − A2 > 0 (A − A2  0) if and only if Im > A > 0 (Im  A  0), i.e., A is a strict contraction (contraction).
(b) A − A2 < 0 (A − A2  0) if and only if i−(Im − A) + i−(A) =m (i+(Im − A) + i+(A) =m).
(c) Im − A2 > 0 (Im − A2  0) if and only if Im > A > −Im (Im  A −Im).
(d) Im − A2 < 0 (Im − A2  0) if and only if i−(Im + A) + i−(Im − A) =m (i+(Im + A) + i+(Im − A) =m).
(e) A − A3 > 0 (A − A3  0) if and only if i−(Im + A) + i+(Im − A) + i+(A) = 2m (i+(Im + A) + i−(Im − A) + i−(A) =m).
(f) A − A3 < 0 (A − A3  0) if and only if i+(Im + A) + i−(Im − A) + i−(A) = 2m (i−(Im + A) + i+(Im − A) + i+(A) =m).
Proof. It is easily seen from (1.5) that if
P1MP
∗
1 = N1 and P2MP∗2 = N2 (2.14)
for three Hermitian matrices M , N1 and N2 of the same size, where P1 and P2 are both nonsingular, then
i±(M) = i±(N1) = i±(N2). (2.15)
Now let
M1 =
[
2−1 Im 2−1 Im − A
2−1 Im − A 2−1 Im
]
, M2 =
[
Im A
A Im
]
, M3 =
[−A 0 Im
0 A A
Im A 0
]
. (2.16)
Then, the three block matrices are all Hermitian. Also, it is easily veriﬁed that
P1M1P
∗
1 = 2
[
Im − A 0
0 A
]
, P1 =
[
Im Im
Im −Im
]
, (2.17)
Q 1M1Q
∗
1 =
[
2−1 Im 0
0 2(A − A2)
]
, Q 1 =
[
Im 0
−Im + 2A Im
]
, (2.18)
P2M2P
∗
2 = 2
[
Im + A 0
0 Im − A
]
, P2 =
[
Im Im
Im −Im
]
, (2.19)
Q 2M2Q
∗
2 =
[
Im 0
0 Im − A2
]
, Q 2 =
[
Im 0
−A Im
]
, (2.20)
P3M3P
∗
3 =
[ Im − A 0 0
0 A 0
0 0 −Im − A
]
, P3 =
⎡⎣ 1√2 Im − 1√2 Im 1√2 Im0 Im 0
1√
2
Im
1√
2
Im − 1√2 Im
⎤⎦ , (2.21)
Q 3M3Q
∗
3 =
[ 0 0 Im
0 A − A3 0
Im 0 0
]
, Q 3 =
[ Im 0 2−1A
−A Im −A2
0 0 Im
]
, (2.22)
and that the six block matrices Pi and Q i , i = 1,2,3, are all nonsingular. Applying (2.15) to (2.17)–(2.22) and simplifying by
(1.7)–(1.9), we obtain the following equalities for the partial inertias of M1, M2 and M3
i±(M1) = i±(A) + i±(Im − A) = i±(Im) + i±
(
A − A2),
i±(M2) = i±(Im + A) + i±(Im − A) = i±(Im) + i±
(
Im − A2
)
,
i±(M3) = i∓(Im + A) + i±(Im − A) + i±(A) =m + i±
(
A − A3).
Thus, we have (2.6)–(2.13). Applying Lemma 1.1 to (2.6), (2.7), (2.9), (2.10) and (2.12) yields (a)–(f). 
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(a) Adding (2.6) and (2.7), (2.9) and (2.10), and the two equalities in (2.12) gives rise to the rank formulas in (2.1)–(2.3).
In other words, the rank formulas in (2.1)–(2.3) can reasonably be separated into two groups of equalities for the
partial inertias of A − A2, Im − A2 and A − A3. Namely, (2.6)–(2.13) are reﬁnements of the rank formulas in (2.1)–(2.3)
for a Hermitian matrix. Similarly, we can do such reasonable separations for many rank formulas for Hermitian matrix
expressions; see [50] for more details.
(b) Notice that (2.6)–(2.13) are derived in about a paragraph by only using the well-known Sylvester’s law of inertia and
some trivial results in (1.7)–(1.9). Also note that the formulas in (2.6)–(2.13) and (2.1)–(2.3) are matched quite well.
Hence, (2.6)–(2.13) and their variations should be proved/published in an earlier period of linear algebra, and thus
become some classical contents on inertias of Hermitian matrices in linear algebra. As demonstrated in the following
several sections, many simple and valuable results on ranks/inertias of Hermitian matrices can easily be proved by some
elementary methods. This fact also shows that the theory of ranks/inertias of matrices was not so suﬃciently developed
in the past centuries that a huge amount of valuable problems that can be solved by the ranks and inertias of matrices
were neglected.
(c) Theorem 2.1(a)–(f) demonstrates such a simple fact that once certain expansion formulas for the partial inertia of
a Hermitian matrix expression are derived, we can use them to explicitly characterize the deﬁniteness of the matrix
expression. In Sections 3 and 4, we shall use Theorem 2.1(a)–(e) to obtain various conditional inequalities for orthogonal
projectors and their operations in the Löwner partial ordering.
(d) The essential part of employing (2.15) is to ﬁnd two different Hermitian matrices N1 and N2 that are congruent to M .
Theoretically speaking, for any given matrices, we can use them to construct some block Hermitian matrices and to
establish certain Hermitian congruence transformations for the block matrices, as demonstrated in (2.16)–(2.22). These
Hermitian congruence transformations may or may not produce some informative reduced forms. Hence, they can
or cannot be used to derive some acceptable results on algebraic properties of the given matrices. The three pairs
of Hermitian congruence transformations in (2.17)–(2.22) are established according to the given matrix polynomials
A− A2, Im − A2 and A− A3 and their three factors, and the main features of the right-hand sides of the six congruence
transformations in (2.17)–(2.22) are block diagonal or skew diagonal. So that we are able to obtain the equalities for
the inertias of A − A2, Im − A2 and A − A3 by using (1.8) and (1.9) to the six congruence transformations. This method
was also successfully used in the author’s recent paper [50].
(e) In the investigations of Hermitian matrices and applications, a popular method is using the spectral decompositions of
the Hermitian matrices and their eigenvalues. However, this method is not so eﬃcient when some matrices and their
operations occur in the problems considered. The derivations of (2.6)–(2.13) show that algebraic properties of Hermitian
matrices can also be derived without using the spectral decomposition of A and its eigenvalues.
Because (2.6)–(2.13) have such nice forms, it is worth trying to extend the expansion formulas to some general settings.
For instance, it can be derived from (1.7) that the matrix pencil λA − λ2A2 satisﬁes
i±
(
λA − λ2A2)= { i±(A − λA2) if λ > 0,
i∓(A − λA2) if λ < 0
(2.23)
for any Hermitian matrix A. Hence, we obtain from (2.6) and (2.7) the following result on the partial inertia of A−λA2 and
the corresponding conditional matrix inequalities.
Corollary 2.3. Let A ∈ CmH and λ be a real number. Then,
i+
(
A − λA2)= i+(Im − λA) + i+(A) −m for λ > 0, (2.24)
i−
(
A − λA2)= i−(Im − λA) + i−(A) for λ > 0, (2.25)
i+
(
A − λA2)= i−(Im − λA) + i+(A) for λ < 0, (2.26)
i−
(
A − λA2)= i+(Im − λA) + i−(A) −m for λ < 0. (2.27)
Hence, under λ > 0,
(a) A − λA2 > 0 (A − λA2  0) if and only if Im > λA > 0 (Im  λA  0).
(b) A − λA2 < 0 (A − λA2  0) if and only if i−(Im − λA) + i−(A) =m (i+(Im − λA) + i+(A) =m).
Under λ < 0,
(c) A − λA2 > 0 (A − λA2  0) if and only if i−(Im − λA) + i+(A) =m (i+(Im − λA) + i−(A) =m).
(d) A − λA2 < 0 (A − λA2  0) if and only if Im > λA > 0 (Im  λA  0).
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Theorem 2.4. Let A ∈ CmH , and let λ and μ be two real numbers with λμ = 0 and λ < μ. Then,
i+
[
(λIm − A)(μIm − A)
]= i+(λIm − A) + i−(μIm − A), (2.28)
i−
[
(λIm − A)(μIm − A)
]= i−(λIm − A) + i+(μIm − A) −m. (2.29)
Hence,
(a) (λIm − A)(μIm − A) > 0 if and only if i+(λIm − A) + i−(μIm − A) =m.
(b) (λIm − A)(μIm − A) 0 if and only if i−(λIm − A) + i+(μIm − A) =m.
(c) (λIm − A)(μIm − A) < 0 if and only if λIm < A < μIm.
(d) (λIm − A)(μIm − A) 0 if and only if λIm  A μIm.
Proof. Let B = λIm − A and t = μ − λ > 0. Then, (λIm − A)(μIm − A) can be written as
(λIm − A)(μIm − A) = B(t Im + B) = tB + B2. (2.30)
Applying (2.24) and (2.25) to (2.30) gives
i+
(
tB + B2)= i−[(−B) − t−1(−B)2]= i−(Im + t−1B)+ i+(B)
= i+(λIm − A) + i−(μIm − A),
i−
(
tB + B2)= i+[(−B) − t−1(−B)2]= i+(Im + t−1B)+ i−(B) −m
= i−(λIm − A) + i+(μIm − A) −m,
as required for (2.28) and (2.29). Results (a)–(d) follow from (2.28), (2.29) and Lemma 1.1. 
Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29) can be combined as
i±
[
(λIm − A)(μIm − A)
]= i±(λIm − A) + i∓(μIm − A) − i±[(λ − μ)Im] (2.31)
for any λμ = 0 and λ < μ.
Also note that A − A3 is a special case of the matrix polynomial
f (A) = (λ1 Im − A)(λ2 Im − A)(λ3 Im − A).
Hence, it is necessary to give some expansion formulas for the partial inertia of f (A) in terms of the partial inertias of
λ1 Im − A, λ2 Im − A and λ3 Im − A when A is Hermitian and λ1 < λ2 < λ3. Further, recall that any real polynomial f (x) has
certain irreducible factorizations. Thus, it would be of interest to establish some expansion formulas for the partial inertia
of a matrix polynomial f (A) through its irreducible factorizations when A is Hermitian.
3. Expansion formulas for ranks/inertias of matrix pencils generated from two orthogonal projectors
Idempotent matrices and its special class—Hermitian idempotent matrices (orthogonal projectors) are considered as a
simple but important class of matrices. In any case, idempotent matrices or orthogonal projectors and their algebraic aspects
are interesting in themselves. Linear combinations of idempotent matrices or orthogonal projectors and their applications, as
well as polynomials in idempotent matrices or orthogonal projectors and their algebraic properties were widely considered
in the literature; see, e.g., [3–8,10,11,17,21,34,40,43,44,52,53,55,57,56,61]. It is well known from the spectral decomposition
of a Hermitian matrix that any Hermitian matrix can be decomposed as a linear combination of certain mutually disjoint
orthogonal projectors, or a linear combination of at most four orthogonal projections; see [39]. These facts prompt us
to consider ranks/inertias of linear combinations of two or more orthogonal projectors. Just as the Hermitian congruence
transformations given in (2.17)–(2.22), we are also able to construct some Hermitian congruence transformations for block
matrices consisting of orthogonal projectors and their operations, and then use them to derive some expansion formulas for
the rank/inertia of the linear combination of two orthogonal projectors of the same size.
For any two given matrices A and B of the same size and any two scalars a and b, the linear combination aA + bB is
often called a matrix pencil. The theory of matrix pencils is widely used in contemporary linear algebra and its applications;
see, e.g., [2,15,19,20,31,33,46,47,58–60]. From the algebraic point of view, the mechanism of a general matrix pencil is not
easy to distinguish. If, however, both P and Q are a pair of idempotent matrices or orthogonal projectors of the same
size, then the matrix pencil aP + bQ has many nice algebraic properties. By making use of certain elementary matrix
operations for block matrices, it was shown in [55,57] that for any pair of idempotent matrices P and Q of the same size,
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aP Q + bQ P and P Q − Q P hold
r(aP + bQ ) = r
[
P Q
Q 0
]
− r(Q ), (3.1)
r(P − Q ) = r
[
P
Q
]
+ r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ), (3.2)
r(aP Q + bQ P ) = r(P + Q ) + r(P Q ) + r(Q P ) − r(P ) − r(Q ), (3.3)
r(P Q − Q P ) = r(P − Q ) + r(Im − P − Q ) −m, (3.4)
r(P Q − Q P ) = r
[
P
Q
]
+ r[P , Q ] + r(P Q ) + r(Q P ) − 2r(P ) − 2r(Q ). (3.5)
These rank formulas were derived from some block matrix equalities consisting of P and Q . For instance, (3.4) can be
derived from the following two decompositions[
Im P + Q − Im
P − Q 0
]
=
[
Im Im − 2P
0 Im
][
0 P + Q − Im
P − Q 0
][
Im 0
Im − 2Q Im
]
,[
Im P + Q − Im
P − Q 0
]
=
[
Im 0
P − Q Im
][
Im 0
0 Q P − P Q
][
Im P + Q − Im
0 Im
]
.
The rank expansion formulas in (3.1)–(3.5) can be used to characterize the nonsingularity of the matrix pencils aP + bQ
and aP Q + bQ P , as well as to the equalities P = Q and P Q = Q P . In addition, for any pair of orthogonal projectors P
and Q , the following rank equalities
r(P Q − Q P ) = 2r(P Q − P Q P ) = 2r(P Q − Q P Q ) = 2r[P Q − (P Q )2] (3.6)
hold; see [14]. Eq. (3.6) obviously implies that
P Q is an orthogonal projector ⇔ (P Q )2 = P Q ⇔ P Q = Q P ⇔ P Q = P Q P = Q P Q . (3.7)
In the investigation of orthogonal projectors, much attention has been paid to (simultaneous) decompositions of projectors
and their operations. The well-known CS decomposition asserts that for a pair of orthogonal projectors P and Q of order m,
there exists a unitary matrix U such that
P = U diag{Ik1 ,0k2 , Ik3 , Ik4 ,0k5 ,0k6}U∗, Q = U diag
{[
C2 C S
SC S2
]
, Ik3 ,0k4 , Ik5 ,0k6
}
U∗, (3.8)
where C and S are two positive diagonal matrices such that
C2 + S2 = Ik1 , k1 + k3 + k4 = r(P ), r
[
C2 C S
SC S2
]
+ k3 + k5 = r(Q ), k1 + · · · + k6 =m;
see, e.g., [10,16,24]. Hence, the two products P Q and Q P can be represented as
P Q = U diag
{[
C2 C S
0 0
]
, Ik3 ,0
}
U∗, Q P = U diag
{[
C2 0
SC 0
]
, Ik3 ,0
}
U∗, (3.9)
which was shown in [22]. Further,
P + Q = U diag
{[
Ik1 + C2 C S
SC S2
]
,2Ik3 , Ik4 , Ik5 ,0k6
}
U∗, (3.10)
P − Q = U diag
{[
S2 −C S
−SC −S2
]
,0k3 , Ik4 ,−Ik5 ,0k6
}
U∗. (3.11)
These decompositions can be used to obtain various algebraic properties for a pair of orthogonal projectors and their opera-
tions. The processes are, however, somewhat complicated in most situations. For three or more orthogonal projectors of the
same size, it is hard to establish some simultaneous decompositions with informative structures. In this situation, we can
only use the conventional operations for matrices to derive equalities for ranks/inertias of orthogonal projectors and their
operations.
Note that the matrix pencil aP + bQ is Hermitian if P and Q are both orthogonal projectors and a and b are both real.
In this case, the rank/inertia of aP + bQ may vary with respect to choice of the two real scalars a and b. Motivated by (3.1)
and (3.2), we obtain the following results on the rank/inertia of aP + bQ and their consequences.
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i±(aP + bQ ) = i±
[
t P Q
Q 0
]
+ i∓(t P ) − i∓(aP ) − i∓(bQ ), (3.12)
i±(aP + bQ ) = i±
[
tQ P
P 0
]
+ i∓(tQ ) − i∓(bQ ) − i∓(aP ), (3.13)
r(aP + bQ ) = r(P + Q ) = r[P , Q ], (3.14)
where t = a−1 + b−1 . In particular,
(a) i+(aP + bQ ) = r[P , Q ] and i−(aP + bQ ) = 0 if a > 0 and b > 0.
(b) i+(aP + bQ ) = 0 and i−(aP + bQ ) = r[P , Q ] if a < 0 and b < 0.
(c) i+(aP + bQ ) = r(P ) and i−(aP + bQ ) = r[P , Q ] − r(P ) if a > 0, b < 0 and a + b > 0. In this case, aP + bQ  0 if and only if
P = 0; aP + bQ  0 if and only ifR(Q ) ⊆R(P ).
(d) i+(aP + bQ ) = r[P , Q ] − r(Q ) and i−(aP + bQ ) = r(Q ) if a > 0, b < 0 and a+ b < 0. In this case, aP + bQ  0 if and only if
R(P ) ⊆R(Q ); aP + bQ  0 if and only if Q = 0.
(e) i+(aP + bQ ) = r(Q ) and i−(aP + bQ ) = r[P , Q ] − r(Q ) if a < 0, b > 0 and a+ b > 0. In this case, aP + bQ  0 if and only if
Q = 0; aP + bQ  0 if and only ifR(P ) ⊆R(Q ).
(f) i+(aP + bQ ) = r[P , Q ] − r(P ) and i−(aP + bQ ) = r(P ) if a < 0, b > 0 and a + b < 0. In this case, aP + bQ  0 if and only if
R(Q ) ⊆R(P ); aP + bQ  0 if and only if P = 0.
(g) The pencil aP + bQ is nonsingular ⇔ P + Q is nonsingular ⇔ r[P , Q ] =m.
Proof. Let
M =
[−aP 0 aP
0 −bQ bQ
aP bQ 0
]
, U =
[ Im 0 0
0 Im 0
Im Im Im
]
, V =
⎡⎣ Im 0 − a2b P0 Im 2−1P
b
a+b Im 0 Im − a2(a+b) P
⎤⎦ .
Then, M is obviously Hermitian. It is also easy to verify that both U and V are nonsingular, and
UMU∗ =
[−aP 0 0
0 −bQ 0
0 0 aP + bQ
]
, V MV ∗ =
[− ab (a + b)P 0 0
0 0 bQ
0 bQ aba+b P
]
.
Applying (1.5)–(1.9) to the two equalities yields
i±(M) = i±(−aP ) + i±(−bQ ) + i±(aP + bQ ) = i±
(
−a
b
(a + b)P
)
+ i±
[
0 bQ
bQ ab (a + b)P
]
,
that is,
i±(aP + bQ ) = i±
[
(a−1 + b−1)P Q
Q 0
]
+ i∓
[(
a−1 + b−1)P]− i∓(aP ) − i∓(bQ ),
where the two scalars ab (a + b) and a−1 + b−1 have the same sign. Hence, (3.12) holds. Eq. (3.13) can be shown similarly.
By (1.16) and (1.17),
i+
[
t P Q
Q 0
]
= r[P , Q ], i−
[
tQ P
P 0
]
= r(P ) for t > 0, (3.15)
i+
[
t P Q
Q 0
]
= r(Q ), i−
[
tQ P
P 0
]
= r[P , Q ] for t < 0, (3.16)
r
[
t P Q
Q 0
]
= r[P , Q ] + r(Q ) for t = 0. (3.17)
Adding the two equalities in (3.12) and applying (3.17) leads to (3.14). Applying Lemma 1.1, (1.7), (3.15) and (3.16) to (3.12)
or (3.13) leads to (a)–(g). 
By recalling that r(A) = tr(A) if A is idempotent, we can replace the r(P ) and r(Q ) in Theorem 3.1 with tr(P ) and tr(Q ),
respectively. Also, by recalling that r(A) = r(B) and R(A) ⊆R(B) if and only if R(A) =R(B), we can rewrite the rank
formula in (3.14) as
R(aP + bQ ) =R[P , Q ].
A special case of the pencil aP + bQ is the difference P − Q , for which we have the following result (see also [50, Corol-
lary 3.16]).
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i+(P − Q ) = r[P , Q ] − r(Q ) = r(P − P Q ), (3.18)
i−(P − Q ) = r[P , Q ] − r(P ) = r(Q − P Q ), (3.19)
r(P − Q ) = 2r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) = r(P − P Q ) + r(P Q − Q ), (3.20)
s(P − Q ) = r(P ) − r(Q ). (3.21)
Hence,
(a) P − Q is nonsingular if and only if r[P , Q ] = r(P ) + r(Q ) =m.
(b) P = Q if and only ifR(P ) =R(Q ).
(c) P > Q (P < Q ) if and only if P = Im and Q = 0 (P = 0 and Q = Im).
(d) P  Q (P  Q ) if and only ifR(Q ) ⊆R(P ) (R(P ) ⊆R(Q )).
(e) r(P − Q ) = r(P ) + r(Q ) ⇔ i+(P − Q ) = r(P ) ⇔ i−(P − Q ) = r(Q ) ⇔R(P ) ∩R(Q ) = {0}.
(f) r(P − Q ) = r(P ) − r(Q ) ⇔ i+(P − Q ) = r(P ) − r(Q ) ⇔ i−(P − Q ) = 0 ⇔R(Q ) ⊆R(P ).
(g) The signature of P − Q is zero if and only if r(P ) = r(Q ).
The results in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 can also be given in some alternative forms. For instance, if P is an orthogonal
projector of order m, then the difference Im − P is both Hermitian and idempotent, and thus it is an orthogonal pro-
jector as well and is often called the complementary orthogonal projector of P . Applying Theorem 3.2 to the difference
(Im − P ) − Q when both P and Q are orthogonal projector of order m, we obtain the following expansion formulas and
their consequences.
Corollary 3.3. Let P , Q ∈ CmOP . Then,
i+(Im − P − Q ) =m − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q ), (3.22)
i−(Im − P − Q ) = r(P Q ), (3.23)
r(Im − P − Q ) =m − r(P ) − r(Q ) + 2r(P Q ), (3.24)
s(Im − P − Q ) =m − r(P ) − r(Q ). (3.25)
Hence,
(a) P + Q has t eigenvalues equal to 1, where t = r(P ) + r(Q ) − 2r(P Q ).
(b) Im − P − Q is nonsingular if and only if r(P Q ) = r(P ) = r(Q ).
(c) P + Q = Im ⇔ r(P ) + r(Q ) =m and P Q = 0.
(d) Im − P − Q > 0 if and only if P = Q = 0.
(e) Im − P − Q < 0 if and only if P = Q = Im.
(f) Im − P − Q  0 if and only if P Q = 0.
(g) Im − P − Q  0 if and only if r(P Q ) = r(P ) + r(Q ) −m.
(h) The signature of Im − P − Q is zero if and only if r(P ) + r(Q ) =m.
Proof. Applying (3.18) and (3.19) to the difference (Im − P ) − Q yields
i+(Im − P − Q ) = r[Im − P , Q ] − r(Q ), (3.26)
i−(Im − P − Q ) = r[Im − P , Q ] − r(Im − P ) = r[Im − P , Q ] −m + r(P ). (3.27)
Applying (1.1) to [Im − P , Q ] and simplifying, we obtain
r(Im − P + Q ) = r[Im − P , Q ] = r(Im − P ) + r
[
Q − (Im − P )Q
]=m − r(P ) + r(P Q ). (3.28)
Inserting (3.28) into (3.26) and (3.27) produces (3.22) and (3.23). Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) follow from (3.22) and (3.23). Results
(a)–(h) follow from (3.22)–(3.25) and Lemma 1.1. 
For any two elements a and b in a ring, the two expressions ab − ba and ab + ba are often called the commutator
and anti-commutator of a and b, respectively. The commutator and anti-commutator of two elements and their algebraic
properties have been an attractive topic in noncommutative algebra. Note that P Q + Q P is Hermitian if both P and Q
ate Hermitian, and that P Q + Q P can be written as P Q + Q P = (P + Q )2 − (P + Q ) if both P and Q are orthogonal
projectors. Hence, we are able to derive from Theorems 2.1, 3.1 and Corollary 3.3 the following results.
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i+
[
(P + Q )2 − (P + Q )]= i+(P Q + Q P ) = r(P Q ), (3.29)
i−
[
(P + Q )2 − (P + Q )]= i−(P Q + Q P ) = r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q ), (3.30)
r
[
(P + Q )2 − (P + Q )]= r(P Q + Q P ) = r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) + 2r(P Q ), (3.31)
s
[
(P + Q )2 − (P + Q )]= s(P Q + Q P ) = r(P ) + r(Q ) − r[P , Q ], (3.32)
2i−(P Q + Q P ) = r(P Q − Q P ). (3.33)
Hence,
(a) (P + Q )2 − (P + Q ) is nonsingular ⇔ P Q + Q P is nonsingular ⇔ r[P , Q ] =m and r(P Q ) = r(P ) = r(Q ).
(b) (P + Q )2 > P + Q ⇔ P Q + Q P > 0 ⇔ P = Q = Im.
(c) (P + Q )2  P + Q ⇔ P Q + Q P  0 ⇔ P Q = Q P ⇔ r[P , Q ] = r(P ) + r(Q ) − r(P Q ) ⇔ P Q ∈ CmOP .
(d) (P + Q )2  P + Q ⇔ (P + Q )2 = P + Q ⇔ P Q + Q P = 0 ⇔ P Q = 0.
(e) The signature of P Q + Q P is zero if and only ifR(P ) ∩R(Q ) = {0}.
Proof. Note that (P + Q )2 − (P + Q ) = P Q + Q P . Consequently, applying (2.6) and (2.7) to this (P + Q )2 − (P + Q ) gives
i+(P Q + Q P ) = i+
[
(P + Q )2 − (P + Q )]= i−(P + Q ) + i−(Im − P − Q ), (3.34)
i−(P Q + Q P ) = i−
[
(P + Q )2 − (P + Q )]= i+(P + Q ) + i+(Im − P − Q ) −m. (3.35)
Substituting Lemma 3.1(a), (3.22) and (3.23) into (3.34) and (3.35), we obtain (3.29) and (3.30). Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32)
follow from (3.29) and (3.30). Comparing (3.5) and (3.30) yields (3.33). Results (a)–(e) follow from (3.7), (3.29)–(3.33), and
Lemma 1.1. 
The equivalence of P Q + Q P  0 and P Q ∈ CmOP in Theorem 3.4(c) was given in [23]. Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30) are two ex-
pansion formulas for calculating the partial inertia of the anti-commutator of two orthogonal projectors. These two formulas
show that the anti-commutator of two orthogonal projectors may have positive and negative eigenvalues simultaneously if
both P Q = 0 and r[P , Q ] > r(P ) + r(Q ) − r(P Q ). Thus, P Q + Q P is not deﬁnite in this case. A challenging task on the
anti-commutator of two Hermitian matrices A and B is to give the distribution of the inertia triplet of AB + B A under the
conditions A  0 and B  0.
A generalization of (3.29) and (3.30) is given below.
Theorem 3.5. Let P , Q ∈ CmOP . Then,
i±
[
(P Q )k + (Q P )k]= i±(P Q + Q P ) (3.36)
for any integer k 2.
Proof. It is easy to derive by induction that
(P Q )k + (Q P )k = (P + Q )(P + Q − Im)2k−1 = (P + Q − Im)2k−1(P + Q ). (3.37)
Applying (1.11) to (3.37) gives
i±
[
(P Q )k + (Q P )k]= i±[(P + Q )(P + Q − Im)2k−1]= i±[(P + Q )(P + Q − Im)]
= i±(P Q + Q P ),
as required for (3.36). 
By a similar approach, we are also able to obtain the following expansion formulas for the partial inertias of some
Hermitian polynomials in two orthogonal projectors.
Theorem 3.6. Let P , Q ∈ CmOP . Then,
i+
[
(P + Q )2 − Im
]= r(P Q ), (3.38)
i−
[
(P + Q )2 − Im
]=m − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q ), (3.39)
r
[
(P + Q )2 − Im
]=m − r(P ) − r(Q ) + 2r(P Q ), (3.40)
s
[
(P + Q )2 − Im
]= r(P ) + r(Q ) −m. (3.41)
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(a) (P + Q )2 − Im is nonsingular if and only if r(P Q ) = r(P ) = r(Q ).
(b) (P + Q )2 − Im > 0 if and only if P = Q = Im.
(c) (P + Q )2 − Im  0 if and only if r(P Q ) = r(P ) + r(Q ) −m.
(d) (P + Q )2 − Im < 0 if and only if P = Q = 0.
(e) (P + Q )2 − Im  0 if and only if P Q = 0.
(f) (P + Q )2 = Im if and only if P Q = 0 and r(P ) + r(Q ) =m.
(g) The signature of (P + Q )2 − Im is zero if and only if r(P ) + r(Q ) =m.
Proof. Note that (P + Q )2 − Im is Hermitian. Applying (2.9), (2.10), (3.22) and (3.23) to (P + Q )2 − Im , and simplifying by
Theorem 3.1(a), (3.22) and (3.23), we obtain
i+
[
(P + Q )2 − Im
]= i−(Im + P + Q ) + i−(Im − P − Q ) = r(P Q ),
i−
[
(P + Q )2 − Im
]= i+(Im + P + Q ) + i+(Im − P − Q ) −m =m − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q ),
establishing (3.38) and (3.39). Eqs. (3.40) and (3.41) follow from (3.38) and (3.39). Results (a)–(g) follow from (3.38)–(3.41)
and Lemma 1.1. 
Theorem 3.7. Let P , Q ∈ CmOP . Then,
i+
[
(P + Q )3 − (P + Q )]= r(P Q ), (3.42)
i−
[
(P + Q )3 − (P + Q )]= r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q ), (3.43)
r
[
(P + Q )3 − (P + Q )]= r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) + 2r(P Q ), (3.44)
s
[
(P + Q )3 − (P + Q )]= r(P ) + r(Q ) − r[P , Q ], (3.45)
2i−
[
(P + Q )3 − (P + Q )]= r(P Q − Q P ). (3.46)
Hence,
(a) (P + Q )3 − (P + Q ) is nonsingular if and only if r[P , Q ] =m and r(P Q ) = r(P ) = r(Q ).
(b) (P + Q )3 > (P + Q ) if and only if P = Q = Im.
(c) (P + Q )3  P + Q ⇔ P Q = Q P ⇔ r[P , Q ] = r(P ) + r(Q ) − r(P Q ) ⇔ P Q ∈ CmOP .
(d) (P + Q )3  P + Q ⇔ (P + Q )3 = P + Q ⇔ P Q = 0.
(e) The signature of (P + Q )3 − (P + Q ) is zero if and only ifR(P ) ∩R(Q ) = {0}.
Proof. Note that (P + Q )3 − (P + Q ) is Hermitian. Applying (2.12) to this expression and simplifying by Theorem 3.1(a),
(3.22) and (3.23), we obtain
i+
[
(P + Q )3 − (P + Q )]= i−(P + Q ) + i+(Im + P + Q ) + i−(Im − P − Q ) −m = r(P Q ),
i−
[
(P + Q )3 − (P + Q )]= i+(P + Q ) + i−(Im + P + Q ) + i+(Im − P − Q ) −m
= r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q ),
establishing (3.42) and (3.43). Eqs. (3.44) and (3.45) follow from (3.42) and (3.43). Comparing (3.5) and (3.43) yields (3.46).
Results (a)–(e) follow from (3.7), (3.42)–(3.46) and Lemma 1.1. 
Observe that the right-hands of (3.29), (3.38) and (3.42) are the same, while the right-hands of (3.30) and (3.43) are the
same. This fact allows us to conjecture that
i+
[
(P + Q )k − (P + Q )]= r(P Q ), i−[(P + Q )k − (P + Q )]= r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q )
for any integer k 2.
Theorem 3.8. Let P , Q ∈ CmOP . Then,
i+
[
(P − Q )2 − (P − Q )]= r[P , Q ] − r(P ), (3.47)
i−
[
(P − Q )2 − (P − Q )]= r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q ), (3.48)
r
[
(P − Q )2 − (P − Q )]= 2r[P , Q ] − 2r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q ), (3.49)
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[
(P − Q )2 − (P − Q )]= r(Q ) − r(P Q ), (3.50)
2i−
[
(P − Q )2 − (P − Q )]= r(P Q − Q P ). (3.51)
Hence,
(a) (P − Q )2 − (P − Q ) is nonsingular if and only if 2r[P , Q ] = 2r(P ) + r(Q ) − r(P Q ) +m.
(b) (P − Q )2 − (P − Q ) > 0 if and only if P = 0 and Q = Im.
(c) (P − Q )2 − (P − Q ) 0 ⇔ P Q = Q P ⇔ r[P , Q ] = r(P ) + r(Q ) − r(P Q ) ⇔ P Q ∈ CmOP .
(d) (P − Q )2 − (P − Q ) 0 ⇔ (P − Q )2 = (P − Q ) ⇔ P Q = Q ⇔R(Q ) ⊆R(P ).
(e) The signature of (P − Q )2 − (P − Q ) is zero if and only if r(Q ) = r(P Q ).
Proof. Note that (P − Q )2 − (P − Q ) is Hermitian. Applying (2.6) and (2.7) to (P − Q )2 − (P − Q ) and simplifying by (3.18),
(3.19) and (3.28), we obtain
i+
[
(P − Q )2 − (P − Q )]= i−(P − Q ) + i−(Im − P + Q ) = r[P , Q ] − r(P ),
i−
[
(P − Q )2 − (P − Q )]= i+(P − Q ) + i+(Im − P + Q ) −m
= r[P , Q ] − r(Q ) +m − r(P ) + r(P Q ) −m
= r[P , Q ] − r(Q ) − r(P ) + r(P Q ),
establishing (3.47) and (3.48). Eqs. (3.49) and (3.50) follow from (3.47) and (3.48). Comparing (3.5) and (3.48) yields (3.51).
Results (a)–(e) follow from (3.7), (3.47)–(3.51) and Lemma 1.1. 
Theorem 3.9. Let P , Q ∈ CmOP . Then,
i−
[
(P − Q )2 − Im
]= r[(P − Q )2 − Im]=m − r(P ) − r(Q ) + 2r(P Q ). (3.52)
Hence,
(a) (P − Q )2 − Im is nonsingular if and only if r(P Q ) = r(P ) = r(Q ).
(b) (P − Q )2  Im always holds.
(c) (P − Q )2  Im ⇔ (P − Q )2 = Im ⇔ P Q = 0 and r(P ) + r(Q ) =m.
(d) (P − Q )2 has t eigenvalues equal to 1, where t = r(P ) + r(Q ) − 2r(P Q ).
Proof. Note that (P − Q )2 − Im is Hermitian. Applying (2.9) and (2.10) to (P − Q )2 − Im and simplifying by (3.18), (3.19)
and (3.28), we obtain
i+
[
(P − Q )2 − Im
]= i−(Im + P − Q ) + i−(Im − P + Q ) = 0,
i−
[
(P − Q )2 − Im
]= i+(Im + P − Q ) + i+(Im − P + Q ) −m
= r[P , Im − Q ] + r[Im − P , Q ] −m =m − r(Q ) − r(P ) + 2r(P Q ),
establishing (3.52). Results (a)–(c) follow from (3.52) and Lemma 1.1. 
Theorem 3.10. Let P , Q ∈ CmOP . Then,
i±
[
(P − Q )3 − (P − Q )]= i±(Q P Q − P Q P ) = r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q ), (3.53)
r
[
(P − Q )3 − (P − Q )]= r(Q P Q − P Q P ) = 2r[P , Q ] − 2r(P ) − 2r(Q ) + 2r(P Q ), (3.54)
s
[
(P − Q )3 − (P − Q )]= s(Q P Q − P Q P ) = 0, (3.55)
r(Q P Q − P Q P ) = r(P Q − Q P ). (3.56)
Hence,
(P − Q )3  P − Q ⇔ (P − Q )3  P − Q ⇔ (P − Q )3 = P − Q ⇔ Q P Q = P Q P
⇔ P Q = Q P ⇔ r[P , Q ] = r(P ) + r(Q ) − r(P Q ) ⇔ P Q ∈ CmOP. (3.57)
Proof. Note that (P − Q )3 − (P − Q ) is Hermitian and it is easily veriﬁed that (P − Q )3 − (P − Q ) = Q P Q − P Q P . Applying
(2.12) to this equality and simplifying by (3.18), (3.19) and (3.28), we obtain
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[
(P − Q )3 − (P − Q )]= i+(Im + P − Q ) + i−(Im − P + Q ) + i−(P − Q ) −m
= r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q ),
i−
[
(P − Q )3 − (P − Q )]= i−(Im + P − Q ) + i+(Im − P + Q ) + i+(P − Q ) −m
= r[P , Q ] − r(Q ) − r(P ) + r(P Q ),
establishing (3.53). Eqs. (3.54) and (3.55) follow from (3.53). Comparing (3.5) and (3.54) yields (3.56). Setting the right-hands
of (3.53), (3.54) and (3.56) to zero leads to the equivalence in (3.57). 
Theorem 3.11. Let P , Q ∈ CmOP . Then,
i+(Q P Q + P Q P ) = r(Q P Q + P Q P ) = r(P Q ). (3.58)
Proof. It is easy to verify that
P Q P + Q P Q = (P + Q )(P + Q − Im)2 = (P + Q − Im)2(P + Q ). (3.59)
Also note that P + Q  0. Then, we ﬁnd by (1.11) and (3.29) that
i+(P Q P + Q P Q ) = r(P Q P + Q P Q ) = i+
[
(P + Q )(P + Q − Im)2
]
= i+
[
(P + Q )(P + Q − Im)
]= i+(P Q + Q P ) = r(P Q ),
as required for (3.58). 
Further, we have the following results on P ± P Q P and Im − P Q P .
Theorem 3.12. Let P , Q ∈ CmOP . Then,
i+(P + P Q P ) = r(P + P Q P ) = r(P ), (3.60)
i+(P − P Q P ) = r(P − P Q P ) = r[P , Q ] − r(Q ), (3.61)
i+(Q + P Q P ) = r(Q + P Q P ) = r[P , Q ] − r(P ) + r(P Q ), (3.62)
i+(Q − P Q P ) = r[P , Q ] − r(P ), (3.63)
i−(Q − P Q P ) = r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q ), (3.64)
i+(Im − P Q P ) = r(Im − P Q P ) = r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) +m. (3.65)
Hence,
(a) P  P Q P ⇔ P = P Q P ⇔R(P ) ⊆R(Q ).
(b) Q  P Q P ⇔ Q = P Q P ⇔R(Q ) ⊆R(P ).
(c) Q  P Q P ⇔ r[P , Q ] = r(P ) + r(Q ) − r(P Q ).
(d) P Q P has t eigenvalues equal to 1, where t = r(P ) + r(Q ) − r[P , Q ].
(e) Im  P Q P always holds, and Im > P Q P ⇔R(P ) ∩R(Q ) = {0}.
Proof. Note that Im + Q > 0 and Im − Q  0. Therefore, P (Im ± Q )P = P ± P Q P  0. Consequently, we obtain from (1.15)
that
i+(P + P Q P ) = r(P + P Q P ) = r(P ),
i+(P − P Q P ) = r(P − P Q P ) = r
[
P P Q
Q P Q
]
− r(Q )
= r([P , Q ]∗[P , Q ])− r(Q ) = r[P , Q ] − r(Q ),
as required for (3.60) and (3.61). Note that Q + P Q P  0. Therefore, applying (1.2), (1.4) and (3.14), and simplifying by
EBMOs, we obtain
i+(Q + P Q P ) = r(Q + P Q P ) = r[Q , P Q P ] = r[Q , P Q ] = r[Q − P Q , P Q ]
= r(Q − P Q ) + r(P Q ) = r[P , Q ] − r(P ) + r(P Q ) (by (1.2)),
as required for (3.62). Applying (1.14) and Q − Q P Q P Q  0, and simplifying by EBMOs, we obtain
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[
Q P Q
Q P Q
]
− i+(Q ) = i+
[
0 P Q − Q P Q
Q P − Q P Q Q − Q P Q P Q
]
= r[Q P − Q P Q , Q − Q P Q P Q ] (by (1.16))
= r[Q P − Q P Q , Q − Q P Q ] = r[Q − Q P , Q − Q P Q ]
= r[Q − Q P ,0] = r[P , Q ] − r(P ) (by (1.2) ),
i−(Q − P Q P ) = i−
[
Q P Q
Q P Q
]
− i−(Q ) = i−
[
0 P Q − Q P Q
Q P − Q P Q Q − Q P Q P Q
]
= r(P Q − Q P Q ) (by (1.16))
= r[Q , P Q ] − r(Q ) (by (1.2))
= r[Q − P Q , P Q ] − r(Q ) = r(Q − P Q ) + r(P Q ) − r(Q )
= r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q ) (by (1.2)),
as required for (3.63) and (3.64). Applying (1.18) to Im − P Q P and simplifying by (3.61), we obtain
i+(Im − P Q P ) = i+
[
Q Q P
P Q Im
]
− i+(Q ) = i+(Q − Q P Q ) +m − r(Q )
= r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) +m,
i−(Im − P Q P ) = i−
[
Q Q P
P Q Im
]
− i−(Q ) = i−(Q − Q P Q ) + I−(Im) = 0,
establishing (3.65). 
Hermitian matrix polynomials generated from two orthogonal projectors can be formulated arbitrarily. It seems from the
previous results that some expansion formulas for the inertias of these Hermitian matrix polynomials can always be derived
with some effort.
The matrix product P Q , the matrix pencil aP Q + bQ P and the commutator P Q − Q P are not necessarily Hermitian
even both P and Q are orthogonal projectors. Hence, the rank formulas in (3.3)–(3.6) cannot be reﬁned to the situations for
inertia. However, if both P and Q are orthogonal projectors, the complex matrix j(P Q − Q P ) is Hermitian, where j = √−1.
It can be seen from (3.5) that a reasonable conjecture on the partial inertia of j(P Q − Q P ) is given by
i±
[
j(P Q − Q P )]= r[P , Q ] − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q ).
4. Expansion formulas for ranks/inertias of matrix pencils generated from three or more orthogonal projectors
Matrix pencils can be generated from linear combinations of three or more matrices. In fact, the matrix expression
Im − P − Q in Corollary 3.3 is a special case of the matrix pencils generated from the three orthogonal projectors Im , P
and Q . The mechanism of these pencils, however, are quite complicated in general. In what follows, we give some expansion
formulas for the rank/inertia of a matrix pencil generated from three orthogonal projectors under some conditions.
Theorem 4.1. Assume that P , P1, P2 ∈ CmOP satisfy
R(P1) ⊆R(P ) and R(P2) ⊆R(P ), (4.1)
and λ, λ1 and λ2 are nonzero real numbers. Also, denote
D = diag{P1, P2}, G =
[
t1 Im λ−1 Im
λ−1 Im t2 Im
]
, (4.2)
where t1 = λ−11 + λ−1 and t2 = λ−12 + λ−1 . Then,
i±(λP + λ1P1 + λ2P2) = i±(λP ) − i∓(λ1P1) − i∓(λ2P2) + i∓(DGD), (4.3)
r(λP + λ1P1 + λ2P2) = r(P ) − r(P1) − r(P2) + r(DGD). (4.4)
Hence,
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i+(λP + λ1P1 + λ2P2) = i+(λP ) − i−(λ1P1) − i−(λ2P2), (4.5)
i−(λP + λ1P1 + λ2P2) = i−(λP ) − i+(λ1P1) − i+(λ2P2) + r(P1) + r(P2), (4.6)
r(λP + λ1P1 + λ2P2) = r(P ). (4.7)
(b) If G < 0, i.e., λλ1(λ + λ1) < 0, λλ2(λ + λ2) < 0 and λλ1λ2(λ + λ1 + λ2) > 0, then
i+(λP + λ1P1 + λ2P2) = i+(λP ) − i−(λ1P1) − i−(λ2P2) + r(P1) + r(P2), (4.8)
i−(λP + λ1P1 + λ2P2) = i−(λP ) − i+(λ1P1) − i+(λ2P2), (4.9)
r(λP + λ1P1 + λ2P2) = r(P ). (4.10)
(c) P − P1 − P2 satisﬁes the following equalities
i+(P − P1 − P2) = r(P ) − r(P1) − r(P2) + r(P1P2), (4.11)
i−(P − P1 − P2) = r(P1P2), (4.12)
r(P − P1 − P2) = r(P ) − r(P1) − r(P2) + 2r(P1P2), (4.13)
s(P − P1 − P2) = r(P ) − r(P1) − r(P2). (4.14)
Hence,
(i) P − P1 − P2 is nonsingular if and only if r(P ) = r(P1) + r(P2) − 2r(P1P2) +m.
(ii) P − P1 − P2  0 if and only if P1P2 = 0.
(iii) P − P1 − P2  0 if and only if r(P ) = r(P1) + r(P2) − r(P1P2).
(iv) P = P1 + P2 if and only if P1P2 = 0 and r(P ) = r(P1) + r(P2).
(v) The signature of P − P1 − P2 is zero if and only if r(P ) = r(P1) + r(P2).
(d) 2P − P1 − P2 satisﬁes the following equalities
i+(2P − P1 − P2) = r(2P − P1 − P2) = r(P ) − r(P1) − r(P2) + r[P1, P2]. (4.15)
Hence, 2P = P1 + P2 if and only if r(P ) = r(P1) + r(P2) − r[P1, P2].
Proof. Let
M =
⎡⎢⎣
−λ−1P 0 0 P
0 −λ−11 P1 0 P1
0 0 −λ−12 P2 P2
P P1 P2 0
⎤⎥⎦ , (4.16)
U =
⎡⎢⎣
Im 0 0 0
0 Im 0 0
0 0 Im 0
λIm λ1 Im λ2 Im Im
⎤⎥⎦ , V =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
Im 0 0 λ
−1
2 P
−P1 Im 0 −λ−1P1
−P2 0 Im −λ−1P2
0 0 0 Im
⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (4.17)
Then, it is easily veriﬁed that U and V are two nonsingular matrices, and from P P1 = P1P = P1 and P P2 = P2P = P2 that
UMU∗ =
⎡⎢⎣
−λ−1P 0 0 0
0 −λ−11 P1 0 0
0 0 −λ−12 P2 0
0 0 0 λP + λ1P1 + λ1P2
⎤⎥⎦ , (4.18)
V MV ∗ =
⎡⎢⎣
0 0 0 P
0 −(λ−11 + λ−1)P1 −λ−1P1P2 0
0 −λ−1P2P1 −(λ−12 + λ−1)P2 0
P 0 0 0
⎤⎥⎦ . (4.19)
Applying (1.5)–(1.9) to (4.18) and (4.19) yields
i±(M) = i∓
(
λ−1P
)+ i∓(λ−11 P1)+ i∓(λ−12 P2)+ i±(λP + λ1P1 + λ2P2)
= r(P ) + i∓
[
t1P1 λ−1P1P2
λ−1P2P1 t2P2
]
= r(P ) + i∓(DGD),
establishing (4.3) and (4.4).
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r(DGD) = r(D) = r(P1) + r(P2). Hence, (4.3) and (4.4) reduce to (4.5)–(4.7) and (4.8)–(4.10), respectively.
Let λ = −λ1 = −λ2 = 1. Then, it follows from (1.9) that
i∓(DGD) = i∓
[
t1P1 λ−1P1P2
λ−1P2P1 t2P2
]
= i±
[
0 P1P2
P2P1 0
]
= r(P1P2),
so that (4.3) reduces to (4.11) and (4.12). Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) follow from (4.3) and (4.4). Results (i)–(iv) in (c) are direct
consequences of (4.3)–(4.14). Let 2−1λ = −λ1 = −λ2 = 1. Then,
i±(DGD) = i±
[
t1P1 λ−1P1P2
λ−1P2P1 t2P2
]
= i±
[
2P1 2P1P2
2P2P1 2P2
]
= i±
([P1, P2]∗[P1, P2]),
so that (4.3) reduces to (4.15). 
The two range inclusions in (4.1) are a reasonable assumption on the relations among three orthogonal projectors, for
instance, the orthogonal projectors onto the ranges of M = [A, B] and its two submatrices A and B satisfy such conditions.
The results in Theorem 4.1, as well as the constructions of (4.16)–(4.19) show that to obtain satisfactory expansion formulas
for the inertia of a general matrix pencil generated from three or more orthogonal projectors is a challenging task. Setting
P = Im in (4.3) and (4.4), we obtain the following result.
Corollary 4.2. Let P , Q ∈ CmOP , λ, λ1 and λ2 be nonzero real numbers, and denote
M =
[
t1P λ−1P Q
λ−1Q P t2Q
]
, t1 = λ−11 + λ−1 and t2 = λ−12 + λ−1.
Then,
i±(λIm + λ1P + λ2Q ) = i±(λIm) − i∓(λ1P ) − i∓(λ2Q ) + i∓(M), (4.20)
r(λIm + λ1P + λ2Q ) =m − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(M). (4.21)
Hence,
(a) The linear matrix inequality λIm + λ1P + λ2Q > 0 (< 0) holds if and only if
i−(M) =m − i+(λIm) + i−(λ1P ) + i−(λ2Q )
(
i+(M) =m − i−(λIm) + i+(λ1P ) + i+(λ2Q )
)
.
(b) The linear matrix inequality λIm + λ1P + λ2Q  0 ( 0) holds if and only if
i+(M) = i+(λ1P ) + i+(λ2Q ) − i−(λIm)
(
i−(M) = i−(λ1P ) + i−(λ2Q ) − i+(λIm)
)
.
(c) λIm + λ1P + λ2Q = 0 if and only if r(M) = r(P ) + r(Q ) −m.
(d) r(λIm + λ1P + λ2Q ) <m, i.e., |λIm + λ1P + λ2Q | = 0 if and only if r(M) < r(P ) + r(Q ).
Applying Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 4.2 to some matrix polynomials of the matrix pencil λIm + λ1P + λ2Q , such as,
(λIm + λ1P + λ2Q ) − (λIm + λ1P + λ2Q )2, Im − (λIm + λ1P + λ2Q )2,
(λIm + λ1P + λ2Q ) − (λIm + λ1P + λ2Q )3
will yield a variety of expansion formulas for the partial inertias of the matrix expressions. We leave this work for the
reader.
When considering a pair of orthogonal projectors P , Q ∈ CmOP, it is usually assumed that P and Q satisfy certain equal-
ities, such as, P Q = Q P , P Q P = P , P Q P = Q , P Q P = Q P Q , etc. In these cases, all the linear combinations of the two
orthogonal projectors and their possible products generate a ﬁnite-dimensional (non-)commutative algebra over the real or
complex ﬁeld. For instance, if the pair of orthogonal projectors satisfy P Q = Q P , then the corresponding matrix pencil
M = a0 Im + a1P + a2Q + a3P Q , a0,a1,a2,a3 ∈ R (4.22)
is Hermitian, and all these matrix pencils generate a commutative algebra up to four dimensions over the real number
ﬁeld R under the conventional addition and multiplication of matrices. This matrix algebra has many interesting properties.
A remarkable universal similarity factorization equality (USFE) associated with the pencil is given by
L diag(M1,M2,M3,M4)L
−1 = diag(t1 Im, t2 Im, t3 Im, t4 Im), (4.23)
where
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M2 = (a0 + a2)Im + (a1 + a3)P − a2Q − a3P Q ,
M3 = (a0 + a1)Im − a1P + (a2 + a3)Q − a3P Q ,
M4 = (a0 + a1 + a2 + a3)Im − (a1 + a3)P − (a2 + a3)Q + a3P Q ,
t1 = a0, t2 = a0 + a2, t3 = a0 + a1, t4 = a0 + a1 + a2 + a3,
and
L = L∗ = L−1 =
⎡⎢⎣
L1 L2 L3 L4
L2 L1 −L4 −L3
L3 −L4 L1 −L2
L4 −L3 −L2 L1
⎤⎥⎦ ,
in which the four matrices
L1 = Im − P − Q + P Q , L2 = Q − P Q , L3 = P − P Q , L4 = P Q (4.24)
satisfy
L1 + L2 + L3 + L4 = Im, L2i = Li = L∗i , Li L j = 0, i = j, i, j = 1, . . . ,4, (4.25)
r(L1) =m − r(P ) − r(Q ) + r(P Q ), r(L2) = r(Q ) − r(P Q ), r(L3) = r(P ) − r(P Q ); (4.26)
see [53,57,56]. It can be derived from (4.23) that the matrix pencil in (4.22) can be decomposed as the following linear
combination of the four orthogonal projectors L1, . . . , L4:
M = t1L1 + t2L2 + t3L3 + t4L4 = L̂ diag(t1 Im, t2 Im, t3 Im, t4 Im )̂L∗, (4.27)
where the row block matrix L = [L1, L2, L3, L4] satisﬁes LL∗ = Im . Notice the matrices L1, . . . , L4 in (4.24) are four mutu-
ally disjoint orthogonal projectors, and the four scalars t1, . . . , t4 are the eigenvalues of M . Therefore, (4.27) is in fact a
closed-form spectral decomposition of the matrix pencil (4.22), which can also be called a disjoint orthogonal projection
decomposition (DOPD) of the matrix pencil M in (4.22). Many consequences can be derived from the DOPD in (4.27). For
instance,
(i) The expansion formulas for the partial inertia of the matrix pencil M in (4.22) are
i±(M) = i±(t1)r(L1) + i±(t2)r(L1) + i±(t3)r(L3) + i±(t4)r(L4)
= i±(t1)m +
[
i±(t3) − i±(t1)
]
r(P ) + [i±(t2) − i±(t1)]r(Q )
+ [i±(t1) − i±(t2) − i±(t3) + i±(t4)]r(P Q ). (4.28)
(ii) The expansion formula for the power of M in (4.22) can be decomposed as
Mk = tk1L1 + tk2L2 + tk3L3 + tk4L4
= tk1 Im +
(
tk3 − tk1
)
P + (tk2 − tk1)Q + (tk1 − tk2 − tk3 + tk4)P Q (4.29)
for any integer k 2.
(iii) The expansion formula for the exponential of M in (4.22) can be decomposed as
eM = et1 L1 + et2 L2 + et3 L3 + et4 L4
= et1 Im +
(
et3 − et1)P + (et2 − et1)Q + (et1 − et2 − et3 + et4)P Q . (4.30)
(iv) If t1t2t3t4 = 0, then M in (4.22) is nonsingular too, and the inverse of the M can be written as
M−1 = t−11 L1 + t−12 L2 + t−13 L3 + t−14 L4
= t−11 Im +
(
t−13 − t−11
)
P + (t−12 − t−11 )Q + (t−11 − t−12 − t−13 + t−14 )P Q . (4.31)
(v) If t1t2t3t4 = 0, then the Moore–Penrose inverse of M in (4.22) can be decomposed as
M† = t†1L1 + t†2L2 + t†3L3 + t†4L4
= t†1 Im +
(
t†3 − t†1
)
P + (t†2 − t†1)Q + (t†1 − t†2 − t†3 + t†4)P Q . (4.32)
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aP + aQ = a(P − P Q ) + b(Q − P Q ) + (a + b)P Q . (4.33)
Hence, a, b and a + b are eigenvalues of aP + aQ , and the following expansions hold
i±(aP + bQ ) = i±(a)r(P ) + i±(b)r(Q ) +
[
i±(a + b) − i±(a) − i±(b)
]
r(P Q ), (4.34)
(aP + bQ )k = ak P + bkQ + [(a + b)k − ak − bk]P Q , (4.35)
eaP+bQ = ea P + eb Q + (ea+b − ea − eb)P Q , (4.36)
(aP + bQ )† = a†P + b†Q + [(a + b)† − a† − b†]P Q . (4.37)
In addition, general solutions to the idempotent, tripotent and involutory equations M2 = M , M2 = Im and M3 = M can
also be derived from (4.25) and (4.27). Some previous and recent work on idempotency, tripotency and involution of linear
combinations of idempotent matrices can be found, e.g., in [3,4,7,40,53].
Without much effort, the above results on a pair of commutative orthogonal projectors can be extended to a triple or
more mutually commutative orthogonal projectors. For instance, if a triple orthogonal projectors P1, P2, P3 ∈ CmOP satisfy
Pi P j = P j P i , i = 1,2,3, then the corresponding eight-term matrix pencil
M = a0 Im + a1P1 + a2P2 + a3P3 + a12P1P2 + a13P1P3 + a23P2P3 + a123P1P2P3 (4.38)
is Hermitian as well, where a0,a1,a2,a3,a12,a13,a23,a123 are real numbers, and all the matrix pencils generate a com-
mutative algebra up to eight dimensions over the real number ﬁeld under the conventional addition and multiplication
of matrices. A USFE associated with the pencil and the corresponding DOPD were given in [53], which can be used to
produce various expansion formulas for the inertia, rank, power, exponential, inverse and Moore–Penrose inverse of M
in (4.38).
Finally, we give an application of Theorem 3.2 to a k × k block Hermitian matrices consisting of orthogonal projectors.
Theorem 4.3. Let P , P1, . . . , Pk ∈ CmOP , and denote
M =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
P − kP1 P · · · P
P P − kP2 · · · P
...
...
. . .
...
P P · · · P − kPk
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , N =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
P P1 0 · · · 0
P 0 P2 · · · 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
P 0 0 · · · Pk
⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (4.39)
Then,
i+(M) = r(N) − r(P1) − · · · − r(Pk), (4.40)
i−(M) = r(N) − r(P ), (4.41)
r(M) = 2r(N) − r(P ) − r(P1) − · · · − r(Pk), (4.42)
s(M) = r(P ) − r(P1) − · · · − r(Pk). (4.43)
Proof. It is easily veriﬁed that both
1
k
⎡⎢⎢⎣
P P · · · P
P P · · · P
...
...
. . .
...
P P · · · P
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
⎡⎢⎢⎣
P1 0 · · · 0
0 P2 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 · · · Pk
⎤⎥⎥⎦
are orthogonal projectors. Applying Theorem 3.2 to the difference of the two orthogonal projectors and simplifying, we
obtain (4.40)–(4.43). 
5. Expansion formulas for inertias of orthogonal projectors onto ranges of block matrices
For the simplest row black matrix M = [A, B], the orthogonal projectors onto its range can be represented as
PM = [A, B][A, B]†. (5.1)
Hence, any formula for [A, B]† can be used to produce certain expression of PM . Also, note that the column space of M is
jointly spanned by the columns of A and B . Hence, the orthogonal projector PM and the two orthogonal projectors P A and
P B have some close links. One of the main concerns about (5.1) is to give its possible expansions or decompositions under
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inertias of orthogonal projectors in the previous sections to derive a group of equalities for ranks/inertias of orthogonal
projectors onto ranges of partitioned matrices.
Some simple results on the relations among the three orthogonal projectors are given below.
Lemma 5.1. Let A ∈ Cm×n, B ∈ Cm×k, and denote M = [A, B], A1 = EB A and B1 = E A B. Then,
PM P A = P A PM = P A, PM PB = P B PM = P B , (5.2)
R(M) =R(P A + P B), (5.3)
r(PM) = r(P A) + r(P B1) = r(P B) + r(P A1), (5.4)
R(M) =R[A, B1] =R(P A + P B1), (5.5)
R(M) =R[A1, B] =R(P A1 + P B), (5.6)
P A P B1 = P B1 P A = 0, P A1 P B = P B P A1 = 0. (5.7)
Eq. (5.2) follows from the facts that R(A) ⊆R(M) and R(B) ⊆R(M); (5.3) follows from R(P A + P B) ⊆R(M) and
r(P A + P B) = r[P A, P B ] = r(M); (5.4) follows from (1.2); (5.5) and (5.6) follow from
[A, B1] = [A, B]
[
In −A†B
0 Ik
]
, [A1, B] = [A, B]
[
In 0
−B†A Ik
]
;
and (5.7) follows from (1.1).
We ﬁrst give some general results on the alternative expressions of PM in (5.1).
Theorem 5.2. Let A, B, M, A1 and B1 be as given in Theorem 5.1. Then, PM can be represented as
PM =
(
AA∗ + BB∗)(AA∗ + BB∗)†, (5.8)
PM = (P A + P B)(P A + P B)†, (5.9)
PM = P A + P B1 = P A1 + P B . (5.10)
Proof. Eq. (5.8) follows directly from the expansion of M† = M∗(MM∗)†. Eq. (5.9) follows from (5.3). Note that both P A + P B1
and P A1 + P B are Hermitian. Also by (5.7),
(P A + P B1)2 = P A + P B1 , (P B + P A1)2 = P B + P A1 . (5.11)
Thus, both P A + P B1 and P A1 + P B are orthogonal projectors. Combining this fact with (5.5) and (5.6) yields the uncondi-
tional decompositions in (5.10). 
Applying Theorem 3.2 to the triple sides in (5.10) and simplifying, we obtain the following result. The details are omitted.
Theorem 5.3. Let A, B, M, A1 and B1 be as given in Theorem 5.1. Then,
i+(PM − P A) = r(PM − P A) = i−(P A − P B1) = i−(P A1 − P B1) = r(M) − r(A), (5.12)
i+(PM − P B1) = r(PM − P B1) = i+(P A − P B1) = r(A), (5.13)
i+(PM − P B) = r(PM − P B) = i−(P B − P A1) = i−(P A1 − P B1) = r(M) − r(B), (5.14)
i+(PM − P A1) = r(PM − P A1) = i+(P B − P A1) = r(B), (5.15)
i+(PM − P A1 − P B1) = i+(P A − P A1) = i+(P B − P B1) = r
(
A∗B
)
, (5.16)
i−(PM − P A1 − P B1) = i−(P A − P A1) = i−(P B − P B1) = r(M) + r
(
A∗B
)− r(A) − r(B). (5.17)
Hence,
(a) PM  P A ⇔ PM = P A ⇔ P A  P B1 ⇔ P A1  P B1 ⇔R(B) ⊆R(A).
(b) PM  P B ⇔ PM = P B ⇔ P B  P A1 ⇔ P B1  P A1 ⇔R(A) ⊆R(B).
(c) PM  P A1 + P B1 ⇔ P A  P A1 ⇔ P B  P B1 ⇔ A∗B = 0.
(d) PM  P A1 + P B1 ⇔ P A  P A1 ⇔ P B  P B1 ⇔ r(M) = r(A) + r(B) − r(A∗B).
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spondingly, the PM in (5.1) can be represented in some particular forms. For instance, it is easily derived from (1.1) that
A∗B = 0 ⇔ B∗A = 0 ⇔ A†B = 0 ⇔ B†A = 0. A well-known result associated with this equivalence is
[A, B]† =
[
A†
B†
]
⇔ A∗B = 0. (5.18)
Moreover, the present author showed in [48,49] that
r
(
[A, B]† −
[
A†
B†
])
= r[BB∗A, AA∗B]. (5.19)
Hence, the equivalence in (5.18) is a direct consequence of (5.19). Under (5.18), the orthogonal projector in (5.1) can be
rewritten as the sum of two orthogonal projectors
PM = [A, B][A, B]† = AA† + BB† = P A + P B . (5.20)
Eqs. (5.19) and (5.20) prompt us to obtain the following result on the difference of both sides of (5.20).
Theorem 5.4. Let A ∈ Cm×n, B ∈ Cm×k, and denote M = [A, B]. Then,
i+(PM − P A − P B) = r(M) + r
(
A∗B
)− r(A) − r(B), (5.21)
i−(PM − P A − P B) = r
(
A∗B
)
, (5.22)
r(PM − P A − P B) = r(M) + 2r
(
A∗B
)− r(A) − r(B), (5.23)
s(PM − P A − P B) = r(M) − r(A) − r(B). (5.24)
Hence,
(a) PM  P A + P B ⇔ PM = P A + P B ⇔ A∗B = 0.
(b) PM  P A + P B if and only if r(M) = r(A) + r(B) − r(A∗B).
(c) The signature of PM − P A − P B is zero if and only if r(M) = r(A) + r(B), i.e.,R(A) ∩R(B) = {0}.
Proof. It is obvious that R(P A) ⊆R(PM), R(P B) ⊆R(PM), and
r(PM) = r(M), r(P A) = r(A), r(P B) = r(B), r(P A P B) = r
(
A∗B
)
. (5.25)
Then, applying (4.11), (4.12), (4.15) and (5.25) to PM − P A − P B yields (5.20)–(5.24). Results (a)–(c) follow from (5.20)–(5.24)
and Lemma 1.1. 
Other formulas for the ranks/inertias of the orthogonal projectors onto A, B and [A, B] are given below.
Theorem 5.5. Let A, B, and M be as given in Theorem 5.1. Also, assume that C is a matrix such thatR(C) =R(A) ∩R(B). Then,
i+(2PM − P A − P B) = r(2PM − P A − P B) = 2r(M) − r(A) − r(B), (5.26)
i+(PM − PC ) = r(PM − PC ) = 2r(M) − r(A) − r(B). (5.27)
Hence,
2PM  P A + P B ⇔ 2PM = P A + P B ⇔ PM  PC ⇔ PM = PC ⇔ R(A) =R(B). (5.28)
Proof. It follows from Theorems 3.2 and 4.1(b). 
The following results can easily be derived from Theorem 3.2, and the details are also omitted.
Theorem 5.6. Let A ∈ Cm×n, C ∈ Cl×n, and denote
M =
[
A
C
]
, N =
[
A 0
0 C
]
.
Then,
i−(PM − PN) = r(PM − PN) = r(A) + r(C) − r(M). (5.29)
Hence,
PM  PN ⇔ PM = PN ⇔ r(M) = r(A) + r(C). (5.30)
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M =
[
A B
0 D
]
, N =
[
A 0
0 D
]
.
Then,
i+(PM − PN) = r[A, B] − r(A), (5.31)
i−(PM − PN) = r[A, B] + r(D) − r(M), (5.32)
r(PM − PN) = 2r[A, B] + r(D) − r(M) − r(A), (5.33)
s(PM − PN) = r(M) − r(A) − r(D). (5.34)
Hence,
(a) PM − PN  0 if and only if r(M) = r[A, B] + r(D).
(b) PM − PN  0 if and only ifR(B) ⊆R(A).
(c) PM = PN ⇔R(B) ⊆R(A) and r(M) = r(A) + r(D).
(d) The signature of PM − PN is zero if and only if r(M) = r(A) + r(D).
Theorem 5.8. Let A ∈ Cm×n, B ∈ Cm×k, C ∈ Cl×n and D ∈ Cl×k, and denote
M =
[
A B
C D
]
, N =
[
A 0
0 D
]
.
Then,
i+(PM − PN) = r[A, B] + r[C, D] − r(A) − r(D), (5.35)
i−(PM − PN) = r[A, B] + r[C, D] − r(M), (5.36)
r(PM − PN) = 2r[A, B] + 2r[C, D] − r(M) − r(A) − r(D), (5.37)
s(PM − PN) = r(M) − r(A) − r(D). (5.38)
Hence,
(a) PM − PN  0 if and only if r(M) = r[A, B] + r[C, D].
(b) PM − PN  0 ⇔R(B) ⊆R(A) andR(C) ⊆R(D).
(c) PM = PN if and only if r(M) = r(A) + r(D),R(B) ⊆R(A) andR(C) ⊆R(D).
(d) The signature of PM − PN is zero if and only if r(M) = r(A) + r(D).
(e) If M  0, then PM  PN .
More expressions consisting of the orthogonal projectors onto the block matrix M = [A, B] and its submatrices can be
formulated, such as,
PM − 2−1P A P B − 2−1P B P A, PM − P A − P B + 2−1P A P B + 2−1P B P A,
PM − 2P A(P A + P B)†P B , PM − P A − P B + 2P A(P A + P B)†P B .
It is also of interest to derive possible closed-form formulas for the ranks/inertias of these matrix expressions.
6. Expansion formulas for inertias of Hermitian unitary matrices and their operations
It is easy to verify that if A ∈ CmHU, then its transformations P = (Im ± A)/2 satisfy P2 = P = P∗ , namely, the two matrices
P are orthogonal projectors. In view of this fact, the formulas for inertias of orthogonal projectors in the previous sections
can be extended to Hermitian unitary matrices through the transformations. For instance, if both A and B are Hermitian
unitary matrices of the same size, then their transformations P = (Im ± A)/2 and Q = (Im ± B)/2 are orthogonal projectors,
and the matrix pencil λIm + λ1A + λ2B can be represented as
λIm + λ1A + λ2B = (λ − λ1 − λ2)Im + 2λ1P1 + 2λ2Q 1, (6.1)
λIm + λ1A + λ2B = (λ + λ1 + λ2)Im − 2λ1P2 − 2λ2Q 2, (6.2)
where
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are four orthogonal projectors. In particular, we have
A + B = 2Im − 2P1 − 2Q 1 = −2Im + 2P2 + 2Q 2. (6.3)
Applying Corollary 4.2 to (6.3) yields the following result.
Theorem 6.1. Let A, B ∈ CmHU . Then,
i+(A + B) = r
[
(Im + A)(Im + B)
]= 2−1 tr(A + B) + r[(Im − A)(Im − B)], (6.4)
i−(A + B) = −2−1 tr(A + B) + r
[
(Im + A)(Im + B)
]= r[(Im − A)(Im − B)], (6.5)
r(A + B) = r[(Im + A)(Im + B)]+ r[(Im − A)(Im − B)], (6.6)
s(A + B) = 2−1 tr(A + B). (6.7)
Hence,
(a) A + B > 0 if and only if A = B = Im.
(b) A + B < 0 if only if A = B = −Im.
(c) A + B  0 if and only if (Im − A)(Im − B) = 0.
(d) A + B  0 if and only if (Im + A)(Im + B) = 0.
Proof. Applying (4.20) to (6.1) and simplifying, we obtain
i±(λ1A + λ2B) = i±
[−(λ1 + λ2)Im + 2λ1P1 + 2λ2Q 1]
= i±
[−(λ1 + λ2)Im]− i∓(2λ1P1) − i∓(2λ2Q 1)
+ i∓
[ [(2λ1)−1 − (λ1 + λ2)−1]P1 −(λ1 + λ2)−1P1Q 1
−(λ1 + λ2)−1Q 1P1 [(2λ2)−1 − (λ1 + λ2)−1]Q 1
]
= i∓
[
(λ1 + λ2)Im
]− i∓[λ1(Im + A)]− i∓[λ2(Im + B)]
+ i∓
[ [(2λ1)−1 − (λ1 + λ2)−1](Im + A) −(λ1 + λ2)−1(Im + A)(Im + B)
−(λ1 + λ2)−1(Im + B)(Im + A) [(2λ2)−1 − (λ1 + λ2)−1](Im + B)
]
. (6.8)
Applying (4.20) to (6.2) and simplifying, we obtain
i±(λ1A + λ2B) = i±
[
(λ1 + λ2)Im
]− i±[λ1(Im − A)]− i±[λ2(Im − B)]
+ i∓
[ [(λ1 + λ2)−1 − (2λ1)−1](Im − A) (λ1 + λ2)−1(Im − A)(Im − B)
(λ1 + λ2)−1(Im − B)(Im − A) [(λ1 + λ2)−1 − (2λ2)−1](Im − B)
]
. (6.9)
Setting λ1 = λ2 = 1 in (6.8) and (6.9) leads to
i±(A + B) = i∓(Im) − i∓(Im + A) − i∓(Im + B) + r
[
(Im + A)(Im + B)
]
, (6.10)
i±(A + B) = i±(Im) − i±(Im − A) − i±(Im − B) + r
[
(Im − A)(Im − B)
]
. (6.11)
Also, note that
i+(Im) =m, i−(Im) = 0,
i+(Im + A) = 2−1 tr(Im + A), i−(Im + A) = 0, i+(Im − A) = 2−1 tr(Im − A), i−(Im − A) = 0,
i+(Im + B) = 2−1 tr(Im + B), i−(Im + B) = 0, i+(Im − B) = 2−1 tr(Im − B), i−(Im − B) = 0.
Therefore, (6.10) and (6.11) reduce to (6.4) and (6.5). Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) follow from (6.4) and (6.5). Results (a)–(d) follow
(6.4) and (6.5) and Lemma 1.1. 
More formulas for the partial inertias of two Hermitian unitary matrices and their operations can be derived. For in-
stance, applying Theorem 2.1 to the sum of two Hermitian unitary matrices A, B ∈ Cm×m leads to
i±
[
(A + B) − (A + B)2]= i±(A + B) + i±(Im − A − B) − i±(Im), (6.12)
i±
[
Im − (A + B)2
]= i±(Im + A + B) + i±(Im − A − B) − i±(Im), (6.13)
i±(AB + B A) = i∓
[
Im − (A/
√
2+ B/√2 )2]
= i∓(
√
2Im + A + B) + i∓(
√
2Im − A − B) − i∓(Im). (6.14)
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√
2Im ± (A + B) can be rewritten as
Im + A + B = 3Im − 2P1 − 2Q 1 = −Im + 2P2 + 2Q 2, (6.15)
Im − A − B = Im + 2P1 + 2Q 1 = −3Im − 2P2 − 2Q 2, (6.16)√
2Im + A + B = (
√
2+ 2)Im − 2P1 − 2Q 1 = (
√
2− 2)Im + 2P2 + 2Q 2, (6.17)√
2Im − A − B = (
√
2− 2)Im + 2P1 + 2Q 1 = (
√
2+ 2)Im − 2P2 − 2Q 2, (6.18)
where P1 = (Im + A)/2, Q 1 = (Im + B)/2, P2 = (Im − A)/2 and Q 2 = (Im − B)/2 are orthogonal projectors. In these cases,
applying Corollary 4.2 to (6.15)–(6.18) may yield some expansion formulas for the ranks/inertias of Im ± (A+ B) and
√
2Im ±
(A + B). Substituting these formulas into (6.12)–(6.14) may also yield some expansion formulas for the ranks/inertias of
(A + B) − (A + B)2, Im − (A + B)2 and AB + B A.
7. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we constructed some congruence transformations for block Hermitian matrices consisting of Hermitian ma-
trices, orthogonal projectors and their operations. From these Hermitian congruence transformations and the well-known
Sylvester’s law of inertia, we obtained a variety of explicit expansion formulas for ranks/inertias of Hermitian matrix polyno-
mials, orthogonal projectors, Hermitian unitary matrices and their operations. Using these formulas, we further characterized
many equalities and inequalities for Hermitian matrix polynomials and orthogonal projectors in the Löwner partial order-
ing. The algebraic methods adopted in the manipulations are quite elementary, and the results obtained seem quite simple
and interesting. Therefore, the investigation in this paper would bring us deeper understanding to properties of Hermitian
matrix polynomials, orthogonal projectors, Hermitian unitary matrices and their operations.
In addition to the simple matrix expressions considered in the previous sections, various general expressions consisting
of orthogonal projectors may occur in matrix theory and applications. These expressions can, in general, be written as
p(P1, P2, . . . , Pk), (7.1)
where P1, P2, . . . , Pk are a group of orthogonal projectors of appropriate sizes. If the expression is Hermitian, it would also
be of interest to establish some ∗-congruent block transformation equalities associated with (7.1), and then to establish
expansion formulas for the inertia/rank of the matrix expression. In particular, motivated by (3.12), (3.13), (4.3) and (4.4),
a challenging task is to establish expansion formulas for the ranks/inertias of some general Hermitian matrix pencils, such
as, λ1P1 +λ2P2 +λ3P3, where P1, P2, P3 ∈ CmOP, and λ1, λ2, λ3 are nonzero real numbers, as well as, λP +λ1P1 +· · ·+λk Pk ,
where P , Pi ∈ CmOP satisfy R(Pi) ⊆R(P ), i = 1, . . . ,k, and λ, λ1, . . . , λk are nonzero real numbers.
Also, we point out that the congruence transformations in the previous sections for Hermitian matrices and orthogonal
projectors also hold in general frames, such as, Hermitian operators and orthogonal projectors in a Hilbert space. In this
event, the inertias of self-adjoint operators can accordingly be deﬁned; see, e.g., [18,32]. In addition, orthogonal projec-
tors can also be deﬁned over rings with involution through the products of elements with their Moore–Penrose inverses;
see [41]. In this case, it would be of interest to consider extensions of the work in this paper to orthogonal projectors over
rings with involution.
As is known to all, the rank and inertia of a matrix are two basic concepts in elementary linear algebra. Any results on
ranks/inertias of matrices, in particular, various closed-form formulas for ranks/inertias of matrices, are easy to understand
within the scope of common knowledge in linear algebra. The conventional tools for handling ranks/inertias of matrices
symbolically, as demonstrated in deriving the formulas in the previous sections, are nothing but the usual elementary
operations and congruence transformations for matrices. In the past two decades, the present author has been devoting on
this topic, and has proved a huge amount of results on ranks/inertias of matrices and their applications by the elementary
methods mentioned above. It is expected that more and more results on ranks/inertias of matrices can be discovered, which,
I believe, will become a part of core contents in linear algebra.
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